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 WELCOME ON BOARD

Welcome on Board THE BUZZ Magazine!

Are you ready to boost connectivity for your business across the Island and beyond?

The demand to continuously find different ways to make a noise, market and promote your business,
and to stay visible to existing and prospective customers has reached an all time high! We
understand this can be extremely challenging for businesses, as well as keeping up with the
demands of running a business…

So we listened to the community and now offer various tools to help, including free speed networking
events (see if you can spot yourself in our gallery !), Business Buzz workshops, trade shows,
exhibitions, and award nights (look out for The Power Business Awards coming soon!). These events
help local business people make a noise about their business, market and promote their services,
bring organic growth, and of course boost sales!

THE BUZZ is part of our commitment to “be close to you”, and the magazine is our latest tool to help
connect businesses to their audience – from solopreneurs to SMEs! It is also a great resource to find
suppliers, collaborators and opportunities to work together.

We know that consistent visibility matters! This is why THE BUZZ monthly magazine will be delivered
to OVER 3000 BUSINESSES IN THE ISLE OF MAN. Having listened to our customers’ feedback, THE
BUZZ magazine launch issue places focus on business services and trade shows – and there
couldn’t be a more relevant time… as we are super excited for our upcoming Business Isle of Man -
Trade Show Local!

So what kind of businesses will receive a hand-delivered copy of THE BUZZ? We have you covered,
with both private and public sectors, plus charitable organisations. Distribution will go ahead to a
vast range of businesses including but not limited to financial and accounting firms,
telecommunication, health and beauty, hairdressers and salons, building and construction (including
trades eg plumbers, electricians, carpenters), coffee shops, hotels, restaurants and food industry
businesses, IT and computer services, web hosting and design, dental surgeons, driving schools,
solicitor and law firms, and other miscellaneous businesses!

Thank you for choosing Find Us On Web to help your business, we look forward to connecting with
you soon to create a BUZZ.

Plus there’s more to come, so stay tuned…

Santosh Kumar
CEO & Managing Director
Find Us On Web

PS. If you want to travel with us on THE BUZZ journey, we advise to book your place without delay to
ensure the best possible offers to you. You might want to take advantage of multi-size adverts to
promote your brand, either for long term growth or for an immediate return on investment.
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Search Engine Marketing

5 Ways Search Engine Marketing Will Profit Your Business

Small and big businesses alike are all on the same worldwide web (internet)
putting in all their efforts to stand out from the crowd. They know it is their
brand’s persona that will attract customers and keep them hooked to their
products. So the marketing strategies are shaped in such a manner as to
satisfy the customers by helping them with their desired product or service.
SEO and SEM prime factors affecting the ranking of a website. The content
and quality of the website affect how your website is ranked on Google’s
Search Engine Results Page (SERP). All companies struggle to come on the
first page of the results page.

SEO uses unpaid methods to bring traffic to your website while SEM requires paid marketing techniques
like Pay Per Click (PPC), Paid Search, remarketing, and Display Advertisement.
Some small business owners feel that SEM is not required or not applicable to their growth in sales. But it is
not true; all types of businesses can benefit from SEM. Let us take a look at the top 5 ways SEM Profits
your Business.

Easy Tracking of Followers
Once you post an advertisement online, you just have to sit back and wait for the results. As an
advertiser, you get to know all activities related to your ad. How many people saw your ad? Who
clicked your ad? Which location gave maximum likes? All information at one place itself. Even if the ad
did not perform well, you can alter some elements and reevaluate your plans. The important benefit
here is that you know what is working and what must be scraped right away for genuine brand
awareness.

Your Target Audience is Right There
About 90% of people look for a product or service online before deciding on purchasing it from the
stores. This means your target audience is right there in the internet. You just have to place an
appropriate advertisement with a catchy tagline and appealing image. Search Engines drive more
traffic to websites with relevant information and error-free content. It is a jackpot if your brand name
appears when people are actually searching for it. SEM gives faster results than SEO and Social Media
Marketing.

Paid but Affordable
Though SEM uses paid advertisement it is quite economical for most businesses. It is much more
affordable than traditional advertisements. Unlike television or a newspaper ad, SEM advertisements are
focused on a filtered audience list for better visibility. This will ensure that there are no unwanted clicks
but only genuine customers. If you feel a  

Summary 
Search Engine Marketing gives brands the power to focus on the target audience without going overboard
with marketing techniques. It is the most flexible, affordable, and beneficial marketing method for all types
of businesses. It is important for businesses to keep a dedicated team for SEM to achieve useful insights
about customer behavior and gain maximum conversion. 
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Speed Networking Events

7 Solid Reasons to Attend our Speed Networking Events

1. Accelerate business contacts and maximize your time

Meeting new contacts face to face can be the best way to start any business
relationship. At speed networking events, you get the chance to put yourself
in front of a range of companies in one setting in a short space of time,
making this one of the most efficient networking activities to get involved in.

2. Build your circle of influence by getting in front of the right people

Networking events are also a great way to reconnect with contacts from the
past and to re-ignite potential opportunities, expand your network, increase

your circle of influence, and build a wider audience for you and your brand.

3. Connect and network by exchanging business contacts

If you’re looking to network to meet new connections, you simply cannot afford to miss speed
networking sessions. These fast-paced, fun networking sessions allow you to have one-minute meetings
with up to 20-30 people. Make sure you arrive early to secure your seat and remember to bring plenty of
business cards with you.

4. Do more than just pass a card, build a stronger connection

Connect with like-minded people face to face and network one on one with local business people.
Build a stronger personal connection, by getting to know the face behind the name and more about
the person on a human to human level. This is ever more important in our online and digital world.

5. Stay at the forefront of your customers’ minds with consistent visibility

Present your business consistently at regular intervals to local business people with the ultimate goal to
connect and network, and to grow your business organically. Consistently interacting in this way will
build the ‘know, like, trust’ relationship, and build brand credibility.

6. Fun and fast paced to build long lasting relationships with new & existing customers

Build long lasting relationships with new and existing customers, and meet future customers in a
consistent and structured way in an environment which is fun and fast paced. Grow your business
organically over the next 6 to 12 month period.

7. Gain attention to interact and share information and raise awareness

Perfect your 30-second pitch and build credibility by sharing concise and important statements for your
business to gain attention and prompt networkers to meet you after the event over coffee for a deeper
and better understanding of your business.

Look out in next month’s publication for more touchpoints  
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A new revolution in signing a
document online

We all are witnessing a world where everything is
turning digital and this trend of digitalisation is at a
great upsurge as well.

Not only concerning the protection factor, but this digitalization is somewhat
helping the environment also because less use of paper is being seen due to
digitalization. But can we sign a document online? Let’s get into the answer
to this question in the next segment of this question. 

What is the basic process of signing a
document online? 

There is a simple three-step process by which you can have a document signing application online without
any error or confusion. The steps go like this:

1. You’ll have to download the document to a company: there are many specialized online based
company which can convert the document into the desired format.
2. Drop your signature in the space provided in the document: there must be a space where you can sign.
When it is online in nature you can scan your sign, save it in your system or any device and then upload and
drag that sign in the space provided.
3. The last step is confirming the process: it is a very important step and this is totally non-negotiable because
confirmation is a must. The document where you have signed must require a confirmation also by the
sender of that particular document. Once you have completed the digital signature application process, a
page of confirmation will appear and you’ll have to agree with that. 

What should be the quality of the company which
you’ll choose? 
This is all in all a new innovation related to the agreement signing the application process online. The
company which you are choosing for such purpose should have certain qualities like:

1. The company should fit to all business
2. The company should be able to navigate quickly
3. Shouldn’t have any issues while clicking which means the company should have one-click send policy
and the system as well. 
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How to be great in Business

successful businesses, which will not only survive but
prosper too, must be willing to adapt, by networking, by
employing fresh new talent and finding different ways
to sell their services

The twenty-first century has seen businesses minimise waste, maximise
revenue opportunities and learn how to increase efficiency. It is a brave new
world and successful businesses, which will not only survive but prosper too,
must be willing to adapt. 

The digital footprint 
The rise of online businesses, such as Airbnb, has shown property owners how
they can utilise their properties while they are away on holiday, or offer a
short-term let of their spare rooms, creating a fierce low-cost competitor to
the hotel industry. 

Be aware of the power of networks 
With the advent of the ubiquitous social media network Facebook, it is becoming a large aspect of our
modern digital culture that your networks are what make or break you. Yes, what you know is important. But
who you know is, and, to a degree always has been, of vital importance. The power of networks is an area
of growing importance in the commercial sector. A new membership network has proved successful in the
commercial sector, specialising in how businesses can sell their down-time, unsold stock or products and
services. Its name is Find Us On Web Business Network, and it operates across the local, national and
international levels.

With thousand and thoudand of members loccaly and nationally, this system allows its members to sell
unsold seats or rooms in the leisure and tourism sector, or make the most of quiet periods in areas of
professional services, such as accountants selling their unbooked time. Even in specialist areas, such as the
media industry, unbooked advertising space can be offered to other Bartercard members, providing a new
marketing platform. The platform offers a community of potential buyers, widening the network of people
who might take advantage of what would otherwise be wasted. 

Support Budding Talent and Reap the Rewards 
It is important to understand how best to operate as a business to be efficient, effective and deliver against
the bottom line, year in and year out. But business owners and leaders must also understand how to nurture
the future of the company. The crisis in graduate employment across the UK over the last few years has seen
fierce competition for junior roles, with limited experience offered by the leagues of university graduates
applying for jobs. By offering internships, mentoring and on-the-job experience to young people, you will find
you foster future talent that might prove invaluable to your business. There is a lot, especially in the digital
age, that can be learnt from the young, from understanding digital and communication trends to having
someone in-house who is familiar with Photoshop - not because you sent them on a training course, but by
mere virtue of the fact that the up-and-coming generation are more au fait with technology. 
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Website Designing

Website Designing: 5 Reasons Why Your Business Needs
it

Are you still struggling to get on new customers with traditional offline
marketing techniques?
Do you feel online marketing would take more time and money? If you feel
you are not tech-savvy and a business website is not your thing; think about it
a little more. At this very moment, a majority of the world population is surfing
the web and browsing about a product or service. You cannot deny the fact
that people are diligent about analyzing online reviews and product
descriptions before purchasing a product. Do you need more reasons to hire
a web designer? Read on to find out why you must invest in making a good
business website. 

You can attract genuine customers 
If you think small businesses do not need website marketing strategies then you are wrong. It is always better
to have a website with all the relevant information about your products and services. You should invest in
making your brand look appealing online to a customer. A website is a good platform to attract consumers
by elaborating on your company’s evolution over the years. Also, most consumers trust a brand having a
reputed legacy. So, showcase your worth with an attractive logo, slogan, and an all-inclusive website.
Customers are more likely to contact a business using online information. Modern websites have contact
information forms for getting genuine customers. 

You can be available 24×7 
A regular office hour may not be able to fulfill the queries of all the customers. But having a website in place
will ensure every question is being answered. People will have their doubts cleared by just reading your
website information. When people have access to the company website 24×7 they can put up a request or
message any time of the day online. They can sign up for regular newsletters (if any); purchase from your
website; even schedule an appointment; the possibilities are endless. Since throughout the day people are
busy with their regular work, a website that is always filled with the latest update and is highly responsive is a
great relief factor for consumers. 

You get a designated space online 
Though social media marketing can give your brand some exposure, you never know when your content
might be removed from it by the owners. It is not completely under your control. But a business website is
your own space to showcase your credibility as a service provider. You have all the right to keep or remove
matters related to the website. 

You can reach to a wider audience 
An internet connection is readily available in most parts of the world and it makes accessing a web page
easier than ever. As the number of internet users is growing each year, you have no idea how much
exposure your website will get every year. As a business owner, you will have the urge to expand your
business soon. A website gives the power to sell your products in a remote location too. With proper
networking and some help from the website developers, you can make business happen in different parts of
the world. 
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E-commerce Website

E-commerce Website: 10 Must-have Features

Online shopping has given a whole new experience to people who are
constantly looking for a change in style, easy access to the latest gadgets, or
just want to buy essential grocery items. Retail businesses have seen great
success with the increasing number of online shoppers for almost all items. So
what makes an e-commerce website most-visited? Is it the design? Is it the
product listing? or something else? Let us find out 10 must-have features for
any e-commerce website

User-friendly
About 80 to 90% of online visitors will leave a shopping website when asked to

register before making a purchase. The idea should be to keep things simple for anyone using your e-
commerce website. When a person is looking for a particular product, it is distracting to see numerous
ads and pop-ups about the latest products. You should try to make the search results appear faster. For
example: Try to suggest similar items like the one they searched or purchased before. Include a variety
of filter options for all the products. The user should be able to make a choice using these features and
not get frustrated. You must make sure that the user experience is not hampered even when viewed on
the mobile application.

High-Quality Graphics
For a person browsing an e-commerce website, whatever pleases the eyes will definitely be added to
the cart. You have to endorse your products on the website using high-quality images that look
appealing on all types of devices. Consumers want to have a 360-degree view and images from all
angles of their desired product. Whatever product description you provide, unless it is paired with an
equally promising product image people will not consider it as an option. Ecommerce websites should
have multiple angle and high definition images for every product. A video about how to use the
product or someone using the product will also make a good impression.

Wish Lists
What makes Amazon the most-visited shopping website? They use the remarketing strategy by
reminding people about their wish lists. When people carefully choose and save things for buying later, it
is stored in the wish lists. Even if the person forgets about those products; these lists just lure them into
adding them to the cart. Emailers are also sent including the wish list products to have people check
them out again. This is a definite feature every e-commerce website must include for their business.

Social Media Lin
You should link your social media business pages on the e- 

Summary 
No matter what design and theme you choose for your e-commerce website make sure to include these
features for better leads. E-commerce websites give the flexibility of using innovative solutions for splendid
user experience. It is never too late to work on improving the look and feel of your website with the best
practices of website designing. 
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Bespoke Software

Bespoke Software: Advantages and Disadvantages

Many business owners are often in a dilemma about choosing between a
tailor-made software (bespoke software) and commonly used software.
Going ahead with bespoke software can open up a lot of possibilities for
business expansion and development. However, some companies prefer not
to invest in a custom-made software and settle for less expensive off-the-shelf
products. 

What is Bespoke Software? 
In an era where a user-friendly website experience is an integral part of business success, it is important to
brainstorm about how companies can use a customized solution. Anything that is custom-made is liked by
the people who receive it. Be it an exclusive cake made for a special occasion or a well-stitched suit.
Customized solutions are always welcomed. So, bespoke software is a custom software built to overcome
specific business challenges. Bespoke software is designed and developed keeping in mind the company’s
immediate and distant goals.
On the other hand, off-the-shelf software is a pre-packaged solution that is readily available in the market
and is designed to work with different types of business models. 

Who needs Bespoke Software? 
Companies that wish to set themselves apart from their competitors and create an exclusive system for
themselves can choose bespoke software. It gives them better scalability and a growth channel. Whatever
elements and functions you want can be designed with bespoke software; that means you will definitely use
them. 

Disadvantages: 
High Initial Costs
Longer Development Period
Wish Lists

Though these disadvantages are hard to overcome, there are numerous benefits to choosing bespoke
software for your business. Let us take a look at some of them. 

Advantages: 
Competitive Advantage
Data Security
Flexibility and Support
Gradual Growth 

Final Thoughts 
Whether you opt for bespoke software or off-the-shelf solutions, providing a seamless user experience is what
makes businesses survive. Consumers just want a simple yet responsive website that performs well on
desktops as well as mobile devices. When you have the power to make their trust in your brand sustain use it
wisely. Choose smart solutions to cater to the requirements of a large number of consumers. Off-the-shelf
solutions are most commonly used but bespoke guarantees a qualitative performance to achieve desired
results. 

Summary If you are still doubtful about going bespoke for your business, allow us to help you out. Web developers at
VisuaLytes can impart the much needed information about Bespoke Software development for making your
business reach a new horizon. Feel free to get in touch with our executives to provide you with a detailed
explanation about choosing the best for your organization. 
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Corporate Branding

Corporate Branding Why is it important?

Corporate Branding is making the customer feel your specialty in everything
that belongs to your company. In other words, how your customers perceive
your brand will depend on a lot of factors like, how you manage your staff;
how you give importance to customer reviews and suggestions; how well you
handle complaints from customers; your creativity in marketing; and a lot
more. A strong brand will pay attention to these details and will remain
consistent in their approach.

Corporate Branding is not an option anymore, it is as vital as the yearly
budget for your company. Let us take a deeper look at ‘Why Corporate

Branding is Important?’ 

What is Corporate Branding? 
Unlike product marketing and service promotion, brand marketing is a different game altogether. It involves
advertising the brand name exclusively for gaining increased sales, trust, and loyalty among customers. If
the brand becomes popular through corporate branding little or no effort will be required to promote its
products and services; as people already know and believe in your worth. Corporate Branding is the
foundation for carrying out further marketing strategies. Corporate branding decisions should be in line with
the company’s core values and beliefs. It must resemble what the founders, directors, and employees of the
company think about the brand. Branding must be done keeping in might how you want the world to see
your company.

Think about how popular brands made a mark with their smart corporate branding tactics. For example,
when you see a ‘tick mark’ logo with ‘Nike’ written under it, what comes to your mind? You can recollect all
the products sold by them; including but not limited to sportswear, gym wear, duffle bags, and sports shoes.
That is the power of ‘corporate branding’. 

Why Corporate Branding is important? 
Brand Awareness
Corporate Branding delivers the right message in a short span of time. Whether you can build a castle or
can make king-size beds; unless people know your brand name it will have less impact on their minds. The
visual presentation of your brand across all the marketing channels must be unique and captivating enough
to leave a good impression on the viewers. Share positive stories and experiences associated with your
product while making corporate branding videos.

Customer Loyalty
A powerful branding master plan not only attracts new customers but also opens up gates for new
partnerships. Corporate branding techniques are functional in shaping customers’ opinions about your
company. Once they start trusting your organisation, they will only spread facts about your good work
which will increase your market value.

Increases Brand Value
If you are a popular brand most founders and CEOs of other corporate organisations will be willing to be
associated with your brand name. They are constantly in search of a stable partnership to nurture their
growth. As time passes, your brand will have a huge customer base, and higher brand value. This will benefit
everyone working for the company. A strong brand image increases expansion opportunities to penetrate
into new markets. A brand must be looked upon as your own house where you keep renovating and
rearranging things to improve the look and feel. When the final outcome is excellent it will have a higher
reselling value when the time comes.

Reduces Marketing Costs
Once you are conceived about the way your corporate brand has been carved, there is little work you
need to do for marketing your products. A well-promoted brand can sell their goods much faster than their
counterparts. If you have sensibly invested in making your brand a public favorite you do not have to spend
much on implementing new marketing campaigns. 

Tips for Creating Brand Presence: Stay Connected with the outside world. Either through your website or through social media. Link all social
media accounts of your company with your website for better communication. Always try to be active on
social media with regular posts.

Digital Marketing has always been beneficial in spreading brand awareness. Make use of infographics
having engaging content and appealing graphics to deliver corporate messages.

Referrals work well in gaining popularity among groups. Use innovative solutions to attract potential
customers to spread the word when they are benefited with a reward.

content Marketing is another great way to remain active online and improve brand presence. Create an
interesting set of blogs, articles, and newsletters and share them on social media channels to redirect the
readers to your websites. 

Summary At the end of a financial year, a company as a whole will definitely want to look at the profit figures rather
than spending time discussing what went wrong in the plan. Though there is no shortcut to success, some
smart moves can save you a lot of trouble when it comes to corporate branding. Once you find out what
works best for your brand, do not lose the grip. When your brand becomes so vast that it can tell a story by
just its logo; you know you have done your best in corporate branding. People will buy your product when
they buy your story; You must have a remarkable story-telling skill to keep your customers engaged with your
brand. If you are finding it difficult to come up with corporate branding ideas let us know where to dive in to
help. Visualytes have been successful in reshaping brand identity for several businesses so far. It gives us
great pleasure to see brands achieve great success through an identity transformation. 
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AR implementation will boost your
business

Augmented Reality has the power to change the way
people perceive products and services which can
enhance their everyday lives.

The actual use in transforming businesses is yet to be explored by many
organisations across the world. It has the potential to overcome competition
in the business that are revaluating their strategies to attract consumers. 

What is Augmented Reality? 
Incorporating digital graphics, special audio, and video techniques to bring
life into objects in the real world is done with Augmented Reality technology.
This is made possible to have a captivating impact on the customers. 

How AR will benefit businesses? 
3D designing and Modelling
Companies often have to spend a lot of time and effort in making the perfect business models attract
consumers. This can be simplified with the from interior designers to real estate people, everyone can give
that ‘wow’ effect in their modeling setup. A 3D model of a particular location or a new building is a better
version than its 2D images used in advertising banners. It will compel viewers to make a prompt decision
about buying a particular property or furniture.

Ikea’s Place App is a great example of how AR can simplify furniture purchases. The app allows you to place
Ikea’s products virtually in the digital image of your house. Dulux Visualiser is another great AR-powered app
that lets you scan your room and try out different shades for your room.

Education and Training
We all have been taught to imagine terms like velocity, force, and speed; these are some of the things we
cannot touch and show. So, imagination was the technique behind learning a lot of terminologies.
However, augmented reality can be utilised to give a real-life experience of such topics. The textual content
will not be able to deliver the appropriate features of a particular object like parts of a body- which when
viewed on a 3D model can promote better understanding. School kids will grasp concepts faster when they
get a visual presentation instead of written explanations. It will also instill a sense of curiosity in them to
explore the concepts in depth. People willing to work in the machinery sector can be trained using 3D
representations of the machines and their functioning in-depth. With remote working and learning
becoming a popular trend; AR will extensively support teachers, students, and training faculty to solve
complex problems innovatively.

Retail
Ever since online shopping has taken over physical shop visits, brands are focusing on providing that
ultimate user experience to their online buyers. And, launching an AR application for their product or to
display any promotional stint is the best way to pull the crowd. It does not mean you can shut off your
actual store completely. There are numerous ways to incorporate AR into your sales strategy. You can use
them in the shops or through an application. Virtual fitting rooms for all kinds of clothes, virtual make-up trials,
trying the shades of paints for home; and a lot more can be done just by offering customers an AR
application. Even introducing a virtual game related to your product or service can attract consumers
interested in online gaming. The possibilities are endless when you choose the right AR application for your
business.

Healthcare
A technology that can save lives is truly a gem. And, Augmented Reality has the efficacy to deal with
complex medical conditions. There are several functions that can be eased with the help of AR-powered
applications like helping nurses find veins; detect cataracts in the eye; assisting surgeons to explain the
severity of case to the patients; these all are just some of the ways AR can benefit the healthcare industry.

Remote Support
Sometimes finding the right person to repair your car or television turns out to be a big challenge. What if
you get virtual assistance on the steps to follow to repair it on your own? That is how automobile companies
can provide remote support to their loyal customers. Technicians can provide remote help to their staff in
removing errors without having to refer to several manual pages. Hyundai launched its first AR manual in
2015 and became the first automobile company to do so. 

Summary If you think AR implementation will boost your business productivity then you should definitely start exploring
soon. It will help you in having an edge over your competitors and attract potential clients eventually
increasing the sales for your business. Do connect with the technical team at Visualytes to get started with
your AR application and reward your business with a futuristic digital transformation. 
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How to choose your Will Writer?

Unfortunately, Will writing or estate planning is not a
regulated profession

It was going to be regulated a few years ago but at the last minute the
process was cancelled. Therefore, there are some important things to look for
when using a Will writer for your Will or Power of Attorney.

1. Ask friends and family for recommendations

2. Check they are members of a regulatory body. There are two main
bodies, The Society of Will Writers and Institute of Professional Willwriters. By
being a member of one of these bodies it means they should have the
required knowledge you need and that they conduct themselves in an
ethical & professional manner

3. Professional Indemnity Insurance. Any reputable Will writer will have PI
cover, don’t be afraid to ask to see it

4. Fixed price list

5. Look for good reviews

If you need help or advice looking for a Will writer, please get in contact or
you can search for a member of the Society of Will Writer on their website. 
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OUR ADVERTISORS

Reeds Central Ltd

Reeds Central - Car specialists, all makes &
models -servicing, MOTs & Car Repairing &

Services, Mini Bus Transfer, General haulage.

Admin By Debbie

I'm a Virtual Assistant Helping Small Businesses

Yes Mortgage Services
Limited

Nicholas Parker
Consultancy

Nube Go

ROGER KENNEDY PramaLife

PramaLife supports older people across
Dorset by providing a range of community-

based activities.

Profile-P

We support business owners and managers
in getting the best performance from all of

the people. We provide clarity for the
business to allow growth.

MR GREAT

Mr Great Ltd is a UK social media marketing
company. We help business to grow and
succeed by leveraging social media and

advertisement.

Even Keel Fiancial Ltd

Even Keel Financial Limited is a firm of
licenced Insolvency Practitioners.

Dots Creative

Astrid Davies Consulting
Limited

Portfolio Counselling
Services Limited

Facewebinar - Audio
Video Confrencing

Facewebinar is a free video conferencing
tool to setup simple online meetings using

web based tools.

Imperial IT

Imperial-IT-is-the-one-stop-store-to-cater-to-y
our-complex-or-simple-web-development-an
d-digital-marketing-needs-Innovation-lies-at-

the-heart-of-our-a..

2 Fold Print Jessica Jones Online

LinkedIn-coaching-and-social-media-training
support-based-in-the-Isle-of-Man-I-work-with-i
ndividuals-and-small-business-to-achieve-the-

following-One-to..

Harmony Homes

Harmony-Homes-estate-agents-pride-ourselv
es-on-fast-performance-through-our-sales-offi

ces-working-together-as-a-team-Property-
sales-and-letting-reside..

Desirabilitee Power To Perform Fitness Kandaka Cosmetics Sanjeev Mishra Timeless Techniques

Positive Branding

Positive Branding offer a wide range or
corporate clothing, promo items and

workwear for all your organisation needs

360 Interactive Tours

Professional 360° Virtual Interactive Tours.
Leading in Panoramic Photography,

Videography & VR Innovation

Tara Chatzakis Coaching Zebra Creative

A complete design and marketing agency,
full of great ideas!

Visualytes Limited

Visualytes is a website designing and
development and digital marketing

company providing services to any size of
enterprises across the world.

Geecon UK Limited

Geecon-is-a-Premier-Consultancy-Firm-supp
orting-National-Franchisee-Association-which
-is-a-non-profit-organisation-supporting-the-

franchise-community-..

Foto Trendz Website
Development

J A Thompson Limited

All types of AV rack build and Broadcast
wiring.

Infinity Dental & Beauty
Spa

Infinity-Dental-Beauty-Spa-is-one-of-the-Best-I
sle-of-Man-Private-Dental-Clinics-that-offers-I

ntravenous-Vitamin-Infusion-Medical-Non-
Surgical-Aesthet..

MW Estate Planning

MW-Estate-Planning-helps-protect-your-hard-
earned-assets-via-Wills-and-suitable-Trusts-tha
t-ensure-your-loved-ones-are-provided-forWe-

can-produce-Will..

Digital Eaze Limited DataViu

orangutan

Grow your business through sales incentives
and loyalty programmes

Jennifer Palmer, The
Contemporary PA

I'm a Virtual Assistant under The
Contemporary PA umbrella. Based in

Bournemouth, I specialise in marketing and
admin services for small businesses.

Nemisha Patel Owen Oakphotography.co.uk FSB Southern Area

Do you often find that theres just too much
red tape that you need to know and need
help with - How would you like the best help

for the lowest cost?

Oyster Recruitment

Recruitment-specialists-in-HR-Support-Service
s-IT-Digital-Sales-Marketing-Office-Administrat

ionPA-Finance-Accountancy-senior-
appointments..
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